Stik Wall-TileTM Collection
New line of mosaics that have an adhesive “self stick” backing. This will eliminate the need and cost for glues, trowels,
or adhesive remover. Also makes these product much simpler to install for “do it yourselfers” and dramatically cuts
down the installation time for professional installation.
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Arctic Storm Interlocking 3D

Calacatta Cressa Interlocking 3D

Crisson Bevel Subway

Emperador Blend Splitface

Emperador Splitface

Gold Rush Veneer

Golden Honey Veneer

Midnight Ash Veneer

Roman Beige Splitface

Silverina Interlocking 5mm

White Quarry Interlocking 3D

Just peel away adhesive back.
(See next page for installation instructions.)

Winter Oak Veneer

STIK Wall-Tile™
A Stunning Collection of Peel and Stick decorative wall-tile
How to Install:
When installing MSI StikTile, it is very important that you
properly prepare the wall.
clear of any dust or debris.
Then, ensure that the surface you will be installing the tile
above is level. If it is not, then you will need to draw a level
line on the wall from the highest point of the surface, and

bottle with water and add 1 or 2 teaspoons of liquid soap.
protective paper from the back of the tile.
Lay the tile face down on the countertop and spray the
back with a small amount of the soapy water. Spread it
around to all areas of the adhesive.
Now, when you place the tile on the wall, you will have a few
seconds to readjust before the adhesion takes full effect.
along an edge or around a corner, different types of tile will
require different methods of cutting.
You can use a utility knife, a wood chisel, cutting pliers, a
jigsaw, or a miter saw.
and cut the tile.
protection. Then install the tile in the same way as before.
For most models, the use of grout is not necessary, but if
you choose to use it or your model requires it, make sure to
use a sanded or pre-mixed grout. Performing your installtion
the right way will ensure that your StikTile looks it’s best.
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Products at a Glance
ITEM NAME

ITEM ID’S

Arctic Storm Interlocking 3D Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-ASIL3D-6MM

Calacatta Cressa Interlocking 3D Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-CALCREIL3D-6MM

Crisson Bevel Subway

SMOT-PNS-CRIBEV-4MM

Emperador Blend Splitface Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-EMPBSF-6MM

Emperador Splitface Peel & Stick

SMOT-PNS-EMPSF-6MM

Gold Rush Veneer Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-VNR-GR6MM

Golden Honey Veneer Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-VNR-GH6MM

Midnight Ash Veneer Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-VNR-MA6MM

Roman Beige Splitface Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-RBSF-6MM

Silverina Interlocking 5mm

SMOT-PNS-SILVER-5MM

White Quarry Interlocking 3D Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-WQIL3D-6MM

Winter Oak Veneer Peel and Stick

SMOT-PNS-VNR-WG6MM
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